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on a signal from the Admiral and
after a very short tack to the west,
the trail headed East across the
road into the familiar seas of Kiln
copse, leading the unnecessarily fit
front runners a merry dance across
streams and up steep banks while
the main fleet carried on to the
first serious check in the hollow by
the Church. When the solution was
found just past the church, which
was in use with a service, the pack
crept past quietly, with the
exception of Midshipman Puffer,
the interpretation  of whose
startlingly loud “On On me
Hearties!” just by the church door
is probably still the subject of
theological debate in the parish.
Another check tacked the fleet
starboard into Chapel Copse and to
a near navigation failure at a check
by the deep water channel on the
outskirts of Okewood Hill. Even
Cap'n Gurney  looked thoughtful as
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he tapped  'old Shag' out of his pipe
on to his wooden leg. “Aaargh ,
there be dangerous shoals that-a-
way” he said waving his hook in the
general direction of everywhere.
Ignoring this valuable navigational
insight meant it took some time to
find the correct solution which was
northwards towards Okewood Mill
farm where the fleet was becalmed in
a large field. Despite the fact that
there was only one possible solution
and the extensive use of astrolabes
and pilot books, it required assistance
from the hare before the fleet slowly
moved off in the general  direction
of Wallies Wood, via a hotel and
Golf Cub. There were numerous
small white cannon balls lying
around near the golf club, almost
exactly like golf balls in fact.  A few
members of the fleet used these for
gunnery practice; Sub Lieutenant J
Arthur never knew he was the target
of a ranging lob, but I will protect

Commander Tequil'over's interests
by not saying who lobbed it.
Another field, and there was Cap'n
Gurney approaching up wind from
the direction of an “official Short
Cut”. (Shurely Shome Mishtake? -
ed). The imminent prospect of  a
Grog stop aboard the
Commodore's luxury flagship was
appealing, especially as the hare
gave detailed instructions on the
location of the Grog – on the
starboard side near the flotation
bag and the fleet make good
progress into the woods.  Wally's
Wood is a long way south but I was
surprised to see quite so many signs
warning us of Lions and asking
passers-by not to be fed to them.
Past the alleged Lions and there
lay the Commodore's luxury
flagship moored in a wood.
Unusually for a flagship she was
only one fathom long with the
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It wasn't a good start to the day
“Its  no good Skipper, there's no
wind and the current on the M25 is
against us!” cried the mate. Quickly
I got Polly the  parrot from her
cage and lashed her to the bows,
with her pulling soon we were back
to 70 knots, but later nearing the
famed isle of Okewood, again “Its
no good Skipper, where's
Walliswood?  The sailing directions
are gibberish, we're lost!” moaned
the mate. Fortunately years of
sailing treacherous Surrey waters
means that I know the way to most
havens, so by ignoring the
directions totally the waving palms
of Wallieswood were soon in sight.
The palms were waving new
arrivals into tiny gaps in the
crowded anchorage as despite the
extreme southerly latitude there
was a good turn out. The SH3 fleet
upped its anchors at 11.00 GMT

rare “parasol” rig favoured on the
Riviera; the Grog turned out to be
(real) G & T. There was however a
bit of an intelligence test as the aft
bucket held G & T, the forrard
only plain water, and, showing how
unfamiliar SH3 is with the demon
drink, several hashers never
noticed they were drinking water.
The ship stop was a few cables
length from the anchorage
opposite the Scarlett Arm and the
fleet slowly gathered just after
twelve to be called to order by
“Rear” Admiral FRB. No one could
really complain about the trail but
as usual hare Able Seaman Popeye
was awarded his down down, as was
Seaman Deep Throat for an un-
named offence that we never got
to the bottom of. A couple of
virgins on this run; they are now
presumably totally baffled as to
what hashing is all about. Seaman
Deep Throat  got another down

down from the RA (ships Chaplain)
for being athletic and female, Ships
Mate Eskimo  and I got one for
unsporting use of Animals. Despite
amnesia on the subject.  We have
used the Scarlett Arms  before, but
it's now gone all restauranty and
the rather ratty staff suggested that
we should go and stand in the
smoking shelter outside as we were
cluttering up the bar area.
Lieutenant Bounder pointed out
that as Top  Athletes we could not
possibly stand near smokers and
amazingly this worked. Now for
the really big news of the week.
You've all wondered how Popeye
does it, running miles further and
faster  then the pack, nearly always
ahead with time to lay the wanchor
signs and  (rarely) even on trail.
His secret can now be revealed and
it's a whopper. Olive Oyl admitted
it, in front of several reliable
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1770 15-Mar Dr Death Wisley Common

1771 22-Mar Tosser & CL

1772 29-Mar Our Revered GM -
AGM Run

Irons Bottom

1773 05-Apr Short An Curly Memorial
Run

1774 12-Apr Golden Balls

Run 1769

Date 08-Mar-09

Hare J-Arthur

Venue  Hydon Heath

On-On Merry Harriers

SSA/OS  171 F5 (new) 119 E5 (old)/TQ
979402

Postcode GU8 4DR (pub)

Scribe GibberDirections:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org
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Beware road works and delays on A3 approaching Milford. A3
then slip road towards Milford, at first t'lights after slip road
turn left, at mini r'b right and immediately left down Station
Lane, past Milford Station. At crossroads straight on into Salt
Lane to car park on right opposite Clock Barn Lane.
Alternately to avoid roadworks. Through Godalming via
Guildford or Compton. At r'b approaching town center turn
left, past shopping complex, at t'lights turn left onto B2130,
0.8 mile turn right into Home Farm Road, 100 y'ds left into
Hambledon Road, 0.8 miles left into Clock Barn Road, car park
at end at junction with Salt Lane.

Replay of important stuff!.....
10-Mar   Mismanagement meeting, 8pm, Anchor, Ripley

27-Mar   Officials Dinner, TA Center, Ewell.   PLEASE reply soon-
est to Chunderos. (preferably with a cheque)

29-Mar  AGM after hash; free food, Kingswood Club

18-Apr 15 mile sponsored circular charity walk from Margery
Lane car park, Colley Hill followed by Andy Robinson (singer/gui-
tarist extraordinaire ) at Kingswood Village Club. It is being orga-
nized by “One-arm” Spingo and Desperate Dan, but don’t let that
put you off.

07-June  Round the Harbours Bike Ride.  Contact Lo Profile or
register directly on www.bhf.org.uk/roundtheharbours

25-26 July  RUN 1789 -  French Revolution event near Ypres.
Coach has been booked for July 25, accommodation is being ar-
ranged in Arras.  Save the date!

October (first or second weekend)  Joint Vineyard Hash week-
end on the Isle of Wight is being organized by Coolbox with IOW
Hashers.  Coach will be organized if demand warrants—-make
your wishes known!

The Ratty Report——  Wednesday morning
 Eva has just been released to normal hospital where she will
continue with oxygen and antibiotics ——From Svend

witnesses; she makes Popeye sandwiches, but not just any old
sandwiches;  no, she makes him SPINACH sandwiches, thus explaining
everything.  A classic SH3 run in classic SH3 country. Never saw
Wally though.

Eveready
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Quotes from “special” people
I can stand brute force, but brute reason is quite unbearable.
—Unknown

"The ukulele is the thinking man's violin." -- Krusty the Clown

My inertia is gathering momentum  Tried this  excuse on
Bonn Bugle—doesn’t work  HdS


